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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

The young people of Aspire Scotland are cooking a recipe for success! Both residents and pupils, from across
all of our services, have come together to create ‘The
Aspire Cookbook’ containing delicious recipes created
and cooked by team at Aspire Scotland.
The initiative, which is being overseen by Team Leader
Aileen Kelly, is working towards an eventual publication
with all the proceeds going to local charities.
Not only will the Cookbook offer experience and outcomes focused activities for our young people but it will
also empower them to successfully manage the transition into adulthood and independent living.
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Aileen Kelly stated the idea came to her after a conversation
with a former resident at Brownhill Cottage: “One of the young
people, who still keeps in touch regularly, asked if we could
pass on some recipes as she is now in an independent living
situation, so I thought with all the young Chefs we have at Aspire why not bring it all together”.
Some delightful recipes have already made it into the cookbook with ‘Super Steak Pie’, ‘Brownhill’s Chicken Wraps’, and
‘Marvellous Malteaser Cake’ being early favourites amongst
the team. The objective is for all of our young people to make
a contribution to ‘The Aspire Cookbook’ to promote a ‘healthy’
and ‘achieving’ ethos as they work towards positive outcomes
and independence.

PUPPY LOVE

MOVING DAY

COMMUNITY LEARNING

Meet the infamous ‘Dream
Team’ of Brownhill Cottage!

We caught up with Chloe Halcrow as she gets ready for her
big move this month.

Natalie Martin discusses the
positive impact of our community learning model.

PUPPY L VE

by Aileen Kelly

It seems there is a team to be reckoned with forming at
Brownhill Cottage. Shannon Duffy and Sam, her yellow Labrador, have been inseparable since Shannon adopted Sam in
January when she was only 12 weeks old.
Upon arrival at Brownhill Cottage Shannon had asked if it
would be possible to have a dog in the house. It was agreed
that, given Shannon’s love for animals, this could be a beneficial and therapeutic relationship for Shannon, promoting
positive childhood memories and experiences.
Shannon named ‘Sam’ after the dog from one of her favourite movies “I am Legend”. Since arriving at Brownhill Cottage, Shannon has been extremely patient in training Sam,
who now sits, lies down, gives paws and stays sitting on
command. Sam has settled very quickly into the house and
loves the attention and respect she gets from Shannon.
skills as she has a structured daily routine to follow. Dogs can
provide sensory stress relief and by being able to pet, clap, and
The therapeutic benefits from having a pet in the house take Sam for walks has alleviated anxieties and stresses for
have enabled Shannon’s outcomes to progress. She experi- Shannon. It is very evident from the care and attention Shanences unconditional love from Sam and she can be heard non gives Sam that she cares for her very much and this is rechatting away to her, laughing at her, and sharing cuddles ciprocated from Sam, as she wags her tail and gets excitable
with her.
whenever she hears Shannon’s voice.
Having a dog in the house has enabled Shannon to display Shannon has the ambition to become a Dog handler with Police
responsibility; she walks feeds and plays with Sam and Scotland and has recently enjoyed the experience of spending
having Sam to look after has taught Shannon organisation a day working with Police Dogs in Alloa.

MOVING DAY

Chloe Halcrow is moving into her own accommodation next month.
Chloe joined the team at Aspire Scotland two years ago and has built
lots of positive relationships and memories she takes with her into the
next chapter of her life.
Chloe has overcome many obstacles and has matured greatly in her
time at Aspire Scotland’s Gatehouse service. Chloe has completed
many training courses including ‘The Prince’s Trust’ and is now attending a full time Gardening and Landscaping course with Ayrshire
College. Through these experiences Chloe has developed the resilience and confidence to manage situations in a mature manner.
Chloe’s journey with Aspire Scotland may only just be beginning however, as she has successfully applied for a part time job at
Gatehouse as the Landscape Coordinator, where Chloe will be responsible for the maintenance of the poly-tunnel and flower beds.
Angela Duster, Chloe’s key-worker, was full of praise for Chloe and
her successful transition: “I am incredibly proud of how far Chloe
has come, Chloe has developed long lasting friendships with staff
and her peers and she will be greatly missed when she moves on.”

I am today and I will always be thankful for my time here.”
Reflecting on her time with Aspire Scotland Chloe stated
her biggest challenge has been to make more positive
choices for herself and she feels she has finally overcome
this hurdle.

One friend who will be following Chloe into her new acChloe stated she was grateful to the team at Aspire Scotland and Gate- commodation will be her pet bearded dragon ‘Milo’, who
house in particular for the support she has received: “The staff at Gate- has been of great therapeutic benefit to Chloe. Good luck
house have helped me so much, without their help I would not be where Chloe and Milo!

COME DINE WITH MYRRYN

Aspire Scotland Chef, Myrryn
McCudden, prepared and cooked
a three course meal for her peers
and staff at Dovecote Hall in the
annual ‘Come Dine with Me’ competition. Myrryn impressively prepared the meal herself with minimal support from staff.

To start, Myrryn’s guests were served a delicious starter of ‘Popcorn
Chicken in Sweet Chili Sauce’ followed by an exciting main: ‘Fillet of
Salmon Wrapped in Puff Pastry with a Buttery Garlic Filling.’ Unfortunately Myrryn’s cooking was so good workers Ashton, Ruth and
Janet had to request a break (and some baggy shorts) before tackling
the crowd pleasing ‘After Eight Cheesecake’ for dessert. Both peers
and staff were very impressed with Myrryn’s cooking and service.
Ryan Stewart and Chloe May Wilson will be putting on the Chef’s hat
in the coming weeks!

DANIEL’S COMMUNITY LEARNING
by Natalie Martin
Daniel Frew is enjoying his one year
anniversary as a pupil at Aspire Scotland
Education. Daniel, who has complex additional support needs and an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
diagnosis, follows a personalised timetable to help
him integrate within the community hotspot of Radio City, where Aspire Scotland’s Education campus
is based.

Daniel finds literacy and numeracy particularly challenging but with support from his bespoke Educare
team Daniel has managed to achieve well in all his
curricular areas. Daniel, like many pupils with ASD,
continues to find socialising and communicating
challenging but with consistent exposure to social
dynamics at Rose Cottage and Radio City, Aspire
Scotland’s community models, Daniel is thriving and
has recently started communicating verbally again.
Daniel responds well to drama and role play activities
to help him learn social skills and he enjoys attending
his weekly drama group within the local community
and has secured a part as a “T-Bird” in their summer
pantomime Greece.

When Daniel first started with Aspire Scotland he did not communicate verbally, displayed limited vocabulary when describing
different emotions and used facial expressions and a range of
sounds to communicate his frustrations.
This term, Daniel has made outstanding progress within both
his home and education setting. He now uses verbal communication with staff and peers and independently uses ICT confidently in order to facilitate his learning. All staff and young
people agree that Daniel makes an excellent contribution to our
school community. Well done Daniel!

BELMONT ASPIRES

As part of the national agenda of ‘Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce’ Aspire Scotland was invited
to Ayrshire College to present at a careers event for
S2 pupils from Belmont Academy.
Principal Teacher Laurence Brown, who has previously worked as a Residential Childcare Worker, gave
a dynamic 12 minute presentation to 12 groups of
pupils on the passion and professionalism required
to attain a career with Aspire Scotland.

DEVELOPING SCOTLAND’S YOUNG WORKFORCE

By entering into partnership with West College Scotland, Aspire
Scotland is increasing the opportunities for students to undertake learning which connects more directly with employment
and provides young people with a platform to successfully pursue a chosen career.

Aspire Scotland’s students, pictured receiving their college certificates, have been quick to grasp the opportunities made available to them through the availability of the College Distance
Learning courses. Successes have, so far, been gained in the areas of Retail, Childcare, Health & Social Care and Employability.

ANIMAL ANTICS
Pupils from Aspire Scotland welcomed some furry
(and slimy) friends to Radio City this month.
The visitors included a Chinese Water Dragon, a Royal Python and a Tortoise. Not forgetting everyone’s
favourite – ‘Tito’ the Tarantula.
Many of Aspire Scotland’s pupils were fearless
in their interactions with our eight legged guest
– shame we can’t say the same about all of their
teachers (Laurence)!

FUN &

OUTCOMES

Not so funny bikes! Ryan and Dean!

Aspire’s never
tasted so good!

Pucker up!

Let me take a
selfie!

Blink and you’ll
miss her!

Lionel Welsh!

Trick shot!

SHINESE SCHWARZENEGGER

Shinese McCgillivray, the latest addition to our team at Aspire Scotland, has wasted no time in enjoying the great facilities provided by our
partners at Galaxy Leisure. Shinese has had her initial induction with
one of the instructors at Galaxy Leisure and is looking forward to regularly attending as part of the health and well-being aspects of her plan.

DEUCE!

THE ‘A’ TEAM

The pupils of Aspire Scotland
Education
challenged the Head Office
and Education teams to a Tennis tournament.
Ryan McCaffrey emerged victorious from the
staff side of the draw, while Kieran Welsh swept
to victory amongst the young people. In a champion of champions Super Bowl style final Kieran
emerged victorious in an epic final showdown.
Tom Laurie, Education Manager and Eddie McCaffrey, Director, while not spectacular on court
were exceptionally well dressed for the occasion!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANGIE!

Galaxy Café’s Catering Manager, Angie
Brown, enjoyed her 40th Birthday earlier this month.
Angie, who used to work at our Rose
Cottage service, has built up a tremendous rapport with our young
people and is a great role model for
the whole team at Aspire Scotland.
The young people surprised Angie with
a birthday cake and gifts to show their
appreciation for her support and dedication. Happy Birthday Angie!
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June Howe & Debbie McIntosh will
shortly be celebrating 5 years’ service
with Aspire Scotland.
Both June, a Team Leader, and Debbie,
who has been integral to our assessment process, have contributed greatly
in the development and progress of the
young people at Aspire Scotland.
We look forward to their continued input
as we endeavour to ‘make a difference’
for many more years to come.
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THANKS GRAEME!

Graeme Patterson will shortly be moving on to the next stage in his career.
In his three years with Aspire Scotland Graeme earned the respect of
colleagues and young people through
his caring and professional practice.
With his talent and boyish good looks
it was often said Graeme would eventually persue his vision for Ayrshire’s
answer to One Direction and we wish
Graeme all the best in his pursuit of
fame and fortune!
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